Optimal standard regimen and predicting response to docetaxel therapy.
The purpose of this research is optimizing and predicting the potent activity of docetaxel through an efficient regimen to settle down a new protocol for the treatment of cancer. Effectiveness of docetaxel was examined in vivo in several mouse models engrafted either subcutaneously or intravenously with several types of cell lines. The effects of 147-5040mg/L of docetaxel in treatments of different regimens in those xenograft growths were monitored and quantified to identify energy of those doses as described before in earlier studies. Mock processes were performed on untreated groups of mice for controls. Docetaxel had significant influence on all sizes of treated tumors compared to the control animals. The longer the induced tumor doubling time intraday to more than half the time period from the start of therapy to the time of delivery of the dose, the higher the energy of docetaxel doses and hence the effectiveness of the treatment and vice versa. The energy yield by drug doses in optimal standard regimens was perfectly power correlated (r=1) with the drug dose. An efficient dose-energy model with a perfect fit (R(2)=1) estimating the energy yield by docetaxel doses in optimal standard regimens has been established to administer the personalized dose. Administration of docetaxel doses should be patient-specific and sufficient for the suggested regimen. Time periods from the start of therapy to the time of dose delivery of the efficient regimen are shorter than twice the tumor doubling time intraday on time of dose delivery. Patients with tumors of lower mitotic index may particularly benefit more from optimal standard regimens, whereas metronomic regimens would be more efficient in patients with tumors of higher mitotic index that need lower doses of docetaxel.